ABSTRACT A System on Chip (SoC) used in Consumer Electronics (CE) systems integrates a number of reusable Intellectual Property (IP) cores from digital signal processing (DSP), multimedia etc. However, these DSP based IP cores are susceptible to various hardware threats such as piracy, Trojan insertion, overbuilding and reverse engineering. Thus, security of DSP cores is very crucial. An IP core can be secured against aforementioned hardware threats by employing logic locking based security mechanisms. This paper presents a novel robust logic locking using hybrid locking cells for securing DSP cores. The proposed logic locking is based on a novel advanced encryption standard (AES) based reconfigurable hybrid locking cell architecture that ensures strong security against key sensitization, removal and SAT attacks. The strength of the proposed approach has been assessed in terms of probability of obtaining correct key of a locked design in exhaustive trials. Results of proposed work on DSP cores yielded higher logic locking strength and lower design overhead compared to recent prior works.
I. INTRODUCTION
DSP kernels are the prime architect of modern consumer electronics devices such as personal computer, wireless router, modem, digital camera etc. In these devices, DSP kernels facilitate applications such as digital media and communication, image processing and compression etc. However, the rising usage of DSP kernels in the modern CE devices raises grave security concen against various hardware theats suchas IP piracy, overbuilding, Trojan insertion and reverse engineering (RE) attacks etc [1] , [2] . The reason for the security concern is the globalization of integrated circuit (IC) design cycle (different stages of an IC deisgn flow are accomplished at different design houses in the supply chain) to attain cost savings in IC manufacturing. However, in the process of cost savings, an IP core design becomes susceptible towards aforementionaed threats in the design houses [3] - [7] . This is because an adversary in the untrusted design house can (i)reverse engineer the design to use it illegally (ii) realize his malicious intents such as inserting Trojan at safe places in the design to obtain the desired functionality (iii) make unauthorized use of an IP core through piracy (iv) overbuid the IPs/ICs to generate illegal profit.
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However, IP cores can be secured against these attacks by locking the functionality of the design by inserting some key gates which are actuated through valid keys. This kind of mechanism of obscuring the functionality of a design is known as logic locking [4] - [9] . Proposed approach employs logic locking for security of resusable IP cores for DSP applications by inserting DSP locking cells (DLCs) at appropriate locations in the design. The novelties of proposed approach are described as follows: (a) A novel structure of DLC is proposed in this paper which exploits filp-flops (FF) alongwith logic gates. (b) This is the first work in the literature which renders the probability of obtaining the correct key even in exhaustive trials much lesser than 1. (c) This paper presents the strength of the proposed logic locking in terms of the proposed security metric and ensures that proposed logic locking is significantly more robust than recent similar work. (d) Proposed work achieves high security at lower design overhead than recent similar work.
II. RELATED WORK
This section discusses some selected logic locking approaches as follows. Logic locking is employed for complex DSP cores by inserting IP core locking blocks (ILBs) in the design [8] , [12] . The ILBs comprises of a hybrid combination of various AND, NAND, NOT, XOR, XNOR gates and actuates on providing a valid 8-bit key. Approaches [8] , [12] are the only works available in the literature which introduce logic locking of DSP cores. However, these approaches are also incapable of securing the key of the design from being obtained by an attacker in exhaustive trials. Additionally, these approaches also incur substantial design overhead. On the contrary, proposed approach is capable of (i) hindering the possibility of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials (ii) reducing the design overhead. These approaches ( [8] , [12] and proposed) are more aptly suitable for DSP circuits (less suitable for combinational circuits) because of the following reasons: (i) the proposed approach uses the concept of encoded variable µ during logic locking that is used for deciding the locations of the inserted DLCs based on the designer's choice. This encoding process is performed on the high level synthesis (HLS) generated datapath. DSP circuits being complex in terms of gate structure, uses HLS framework to generate datapath architecture. Hence, the proposed approach rightly fits the target hardware. Combinational circuits being less complex in terms of gate complexity do not use HLS for datapath generation. Thus, the proposed approach cannot be applied on combinational circuits directly; (ii) the proposed approach uses DLC which is an amalgamation of several gate strcutures and flip-flops. DSP circuits are usually very complex in terms of gate count (in the order ranging from 10k-50k gates and FFs). Thus insertion of the proposed DLCs in the complex gate structure of DSP circuits does not add any significant design overhead. In fact the overhead due to DLCs is marginal (usually ∼5%). on the contrary, combinational/sequential circuits are significantly less complex in terms of gate count (in the order of few thousand gates maximum). Thus insertion of DLCs in the combinational/sequential circuits would result into design overhead. Therefore the proposed approach is more suitable for DSP hardware.
Besides, works such as [4] , [10] , [11] , [20] employ logic locking on combinational circuits using key gates and multiplexers. However, these approaches do not leverage HLS framework for employing security feature during logic locking. Further, these are also incapable of securing the key of the design from being obtained by an attacker in exhaustive trials. However, the proposed approach renders the obtaining of correct key in exhaustive trials almost infeasible. In other words, the proposed approach renders the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials very lesser than 1 (threatening the fact that the correct key can be obtained in exhaustive trials (using brute force) with probability 1).
Additionally, performing logic locking for DSP designs is different from common circuits (such as combinational). This is because the common circuits are readily available in the form of gate-level netlist/Verilog/VHDL description etc. Therefore, logic locking on common circuits [4] , [10] , [11] can directly be applied on available descriptions. On the contrary, DSP cores are not readily available in the form of aforementioned design descriptions (instead available in the form of high level description such as C/C++ code or intermediate description such as data flow graph). Therefore, HLS framework needs to be integrated to employ logic locking technique for DSP designs. Proposed work inserts the DSP locking cells in the RTL description which is obtained using HLS process. This is because inserting locking cells into the gate-level netlist is not feasible. The reason is the unavailability of DSP designs in standard gate-level netlist owing to their higher complexity (requiring several thousands of gates). This makes the logic locking of DSP designs different from the common (combinational) circuits wherein locking is performed at gate-level.
Further, some other works [21] - [25] have also employed obfuscation of DSP cores. However, these works exploited structural obfuscation based technique, but did not employ logic locking. Thus the proposed approach is completely different from the structural obfuscation.
III. PROPOSED WORK A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Given a control data flow graph (CDFG) representing DSP application, resource configurations, module library, generate a low-overhead, highly secured (using logic locking) DSP IP cores.
B. THREAT MODEL
Trojan insertion, IP piracy, overbuilding and RE attackes are serious hardware threats against the security of DSP cores. Proposed work targets aforementioned threats and secures DSP cores by employing robust logic locking based security. Owing to locking of the IP cores, an attacker fails to launch aforementioned attacks as he/she is incapable to crack the proposed robust logic locking.
C. PROPOSED LOGIC LOCKING METHODOLOGY
The proposed logic locking methodology for DSP IP core is shown in Fig. 1 . Inputs for the proposed methodology are: DFG/CDFG representing DSP application, resource configuration, module library, designer selected tuning variable (µ) and keys for the DLCs. These inputs are fed into the proposed logic locking process which finally generates the locked gatelevel netlist at the output. The proposed logic locking process is accomplished in three steps as shown in Fig. 1: (1) Generate a RTL datapath of DSP application through HLS; The HLS framework uses CDFG/C-code/transfer function representing DSP core, designer selected resource configuration and module library as inputs and generates an RTL datapath through three different phases of HLS; (a) scheduling (b) allocation (c) binding [13] . (2) Generate locked RTL datapath by inserting reconfigured DLCs in the RTL datapath based on encoded 'µ' and AES-128 output; designer selected tuning variable 'µ' decides the location for DLCs insertion based on its encoding rules and AES output is used as keys for DLCs to generate reconfigured DLC structures. Insertion process of proposed DLCs is shown in Fig. 2 and it is elaborated under the sub-section 3.3.1. (3) Synthesize and generate locked gate-level netlist.
In order to lock the fuctinallity of the DSP design, a novel reconfigurable structure of DLC is proposed in this paper. This reconfiguration is performed for proposed DLC structures using AES. The proposed reconfigurable DLC is capable of achieving higher security at lower overhead than prior works. In the context of security, probability of finding correct key in exhaustive trials (trying all key combinations) through proposed approach is highly lesser than the probability of finding the same in exhaustive trials through prior works. More explicitly, attacker can obtain correct key through proposed approach only if he/she applies it at first trial. While applying different key combinations, if attacker misses correct key combination at first trial then he/she becomes unable to find correct key in remaining exhaustive trials. On the contrary, in the similar recent approaches, probabaility of finding correct key in exhaustive trials is 1. Additionally, despite of encoding lesser key bits (possibly) than prior arts, the proposed approach enhances security by drastically reducing the probability of finding correct key in exhaustive trials. Further, due to proposed structure of DLCs and achievement of higher security at lesser key bits, proposed approach incurs lower overhead than similar prior work on DSP cores.
1) INSERTION TECHNIQUE OF PROPOSED DLCS
Insertion technique of proposed DLCs is shown in Fig. 2 . As shown in the figure, locations for DLCs insertion and structure of DLCs need to be determined prior the DLCs insertion process. The locations of the DLC insertion is decided by the designer selected tuning variable 'µ' which ranges from 0 to 3 and abides by the following encoding rules: 1) µ = 0; choose even output bits of Functional Units (FUs) for DLC insertion 2) µ = 1; choose odd output bits of FUs for DLC insertion 3) µ = 2; choose prime output bits of FUs for DLC insertion 4) µ = 3; choose all output bits of FUs for DLC insertion Further, total number of DLCs (T DLC ) to be inserted in a design is calculated as follows:
T DLC = (total number of FUs) * (# of output bits of FUs chosen according to µ) (1)
For example, if there are three FUs in a design and size of each FU is 32-bit then total output bits of FUs in the design is 3 * 32 = 96. Thus, for µ = 3, total 96 DLCs are inserted in the design. Once the location of DLCs insertion and number of DLCS are decided based on µ, all the proposed DLCs are inserted at decided sites in the un-locked RTL datapath of a DSP design. Further, the proposed DLC structure is not fixed rather it is reconfigurable according to its key value. As shown in Fig. 2 , the keys for a subset of DLCs are obtained from AES output. Hence, the DLCs structures are reconfigured based on keys obtained from AES. Since a proposed DLC requires a two-bit key to be activated, therefore up to 64 DLCs can be reconfigured using 128-bit AES output. Owing to this structural rconfiguration of DLCs, an attacker fails to detect them in the design as he/she does not know the reconfigured DLC structure.
2) OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED IP CORE LOCKING BLOCKS
The proposed DSP locking cell (DLC) comprises of two logic locking sub-cells viz. sequential logic locking cell (SL2C) and combinational logic locking cell (CL2C) as shown in Fig. 3 . Each SL2C consists of two D flip-flop (FF). These FFs are refered as key-FFs throughout this paper because their functioning is associated with the key bits. Features: 1) Pair-wise security: This security feature of proposed DLCs impedes the key sensitization attack. In this attack, attacker tries to sensitize the keys embedded within activated IC by applying required input pattern [4] . The attacker attempts to find this required input pattern from the locked netlist. However, this input pattern required to sensitize a key can be found only if any other key does not interfere in the path of the sensitization. Since, in the proposed DLC, one key interferes in the path of sensitization of the other, therefore a key cannot be sensitized without knowing/controlling the other interfering key. Further, controlling of interfering keys is not feasible because keys are not accessible to the attacker [4] . Thus, the keys of each propsed DLC are pair-wise secured and hence, key sensitization is not passible. 2) Prohibiting key-gate isolation: Key-gates (key-inputs) are considered to be isolated if they are not connected one-another through any path. Keys of such gates can easily be sensitized at primary output [4] . Proposed DLC structure does not contain isolated key-gates and ensure that two key-inputs are dependent on each other. 3) Ensuring protection against run of key-gates: Key-gates connected in a sequence form a run resulting into increase in valid key space. Thus, attacker's effort to find the key is reduced [4] . In the proposed DLC, there is no run (sequence) of key-gates that can be replaced by a single key-gate. Thus, proposed DLCs ensure protection against run of key-gates. 4) Non-mutable key gates: If muting a key-gate leads to sensitize another key, then the key gate is said be mutable key-gate [4] . In the proposed DLC, key-gates are non-mutable because a key bit can not be determined by muting any key-gate. 5) Robust structure: Mixing of the outputs of Key-FFs and key-gates renders the structure of proposed DLC more robust. Apart from the features discussed above, this robust structure of the proposed DLC also leads to several other advantages such as: (a) Obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials by an attacker becomes infeasible unless correct key is only applied at first trial. (b) Alongwith combinational gates, D-FFs also contribute in the proposed logic locking. Thus, identification of mere key-gates or only key-FFs is not sufficient for an attacker to lauch attacks. The attacker needs to identify all key-gates and key-FFs. Thus, attcker's effort is highly increased as keyFFs and key-gates are camouflaged in the countless similar resources present in DSP core datapath and controller gate level netlist. (c) Due to lesser key-bits, more mumber of DLC keys can be encrypted using AES. Additionally, lesser key bits incur less design overhead.
3) SECURITY OF PROPOSED DLCS
Security Metric: In this paper, security of logic locking (strength) is assessed in terms of the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials (P ck ) (trying all key combinations). This P ck is the security metric for evaluating security of proposed logic locking and comparing with prior works. The equation of P ck is constructed as follows:
where, k t is total number of key-bits and 2 k t is the exhaustive key-combinations/trials. P ck (1) appl = probability of applying correct key at 1 st = probability of applying correct key at 1 st trial. P ck (2) appl = probability of applying correct key at 2 nd trial. P ck (2 k t ) appl = probability of applying correct key at (2 k t ) th trial. P co (1) obt = probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key at 1 st trial.
(P co (2) obt ) = probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key at 2 nd trial.
= probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key at trial. The probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key at any trial seems to be likely because it should be always 1 (as in case of prior works). However, it shows great significance in case of proposed work. This is because in case of proposed work, attacker is not able to obtain correct output even on applying correct key unless it is applied only in the first trial. [4] , [8] USING (2) In case of prior works, probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key is 1. This is because if correct key is applied at any trial by an attacker then correct output will definitely be obtained irrespective of the trial number (i.e. 1 st or 2 nd or last trial). Further, the probability of applying correct key at any trial is 1/ 1/2 K t . This is because the total possible trials are 2 K t and the favourable trial is only one correct key. Hence, the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials (P ck ) using (2) becomes:
a: STRENGTH OF LOGIC LOCKING OF PRIOR WORKS
It is evident from (3) that the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials is 1.
b: STRENGTH OF LOGIC LOCKING OF PROPOSED WORK USING (2)
The probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key at any trial is non-trivial in case of proposed work because it is not always 1. This is the crux of proposed approach. The probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key only in the first trial is 1. However, for any other trials, this probability becomes 0 because of the structural property of the proposed DLC. Hence, the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials using (2) becomes:
More explicitly, if correct key is only applied at the first trial, only then an attacker can obtain the correct key. If attacker misses the correct key at the first trial, then he/she becomes unable to obtain correct output even on applying correct key in exhaustive trials. Hence security (strength of logic locking) of proposed approach in terms of the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials becomes 1/1/2 K t instead of 1. Lower is the value of P ck higher is the security of proposed approach.
Explanation for the security of the proposed DLCs: The reason of not obtaining correct output in exhaustive trials unless the correct key is applied only in the first trial is provided below with the aid of proposed DLC and timing diagram (shown in Fig. 4 ):
• The proposed DLC structure exploits FF elements. The unique feature of a FF is that it can function in toggling mode on applying a specific input alongwith a clock. In case of proposed DLCs, arrangement of logic gates and key-FFs are in such a manner that this unique feature of FFs can be leveraged for security of logic locking.
To obtain the correct output through proposed DLCs, output of each key-FF must remain at 0 during application of the correct key. Fig. 3 shows that key bits are applied at the clock i/p of the key-FFs. Thus during exhaustive trials, change in key-bits would result into flipping of the FF output. This ensures that the output of a FF does not remain 0 on application of the correct key, if it is applied after a wrong key combination. Thus, attacker becomes unable to obtain correct output in exhaustive trials of key combinations unless the correct key is applied only in the first trial. The aforementioned reason is explained below with the aid of the proposed DLC ( Fig. 3(a) ) structure in case of different scenarios: Note: Each DLC is activated on applying two-bit key therefore exhaustive trials in finding correct key of a DLC are 4. (1) Correct key at first trial: Considering intial output of each key-FF is 0 (which can be achieved practically upon power-on reset), if correct key ''01'' is applied on the DLC (Fig. 3(a) ) at the first trial, path from input to output bit of an DLC is unlocked and correct output is obtained. Thus, the probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key at first trial is 1. This was possible because Q1Q2 initially remains at ''00''. (2) Correct key at second trial: After applying a wrong key at first trial, assuming correct key ''01'' is applied on the DLC (Fig. 3(a) ) in the second trial. This results into transition happening on either of the key bits (K1 or K2) VOLUME 7, 2019 as shown in wavefoms in Fig. 4(a) , (b) and (c). Note: 'W' stands for wrong and 'R' stands for right keycombination.This transition on a key-bit leads to flipping on output of respective key-FF and thus Q1Q2 does not remain at ''00''. For example, if wrong key ''00'' is applied at first trial, then appling correct key ''01'' at second trial leads to transition on key-bit 'K2' (shown in Fig.4(a) ) which flips the output Q2. This flipping in the output of key-FF renders output of the DLC incorrect on applying correct key at the second trial. Therefore, the probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key at second trial is 0. (3) Correct key at third trial: As shown in the waveforms in Fig. 4(d) , (e), (f), (g), (h) and (i), if correct key is applied at third trial after two wrong trials, correct ouput is not obtained from the DLC (Fig. 3(a) ). This is because applying correct key after two wrong trial leads to transition on key-bits which further flips either Q1 or Q2 or both thus Q1Q2 does not remain at ''00''. Therefore, the probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key at third trial is 0. (4) Correct key at fourth trial: For the same reason as discussed above, applying correct key after three wrong trials renders the output of the DLC incorrect as shown in waveforms in Fig. 4 (j) , (k), (l), (m), (n) and (o). Thus, the probability of obtaining correct output on applying correct key at fourth trial is also 0. Although, it does not seem intuitive that the probability of obtaining correct output by applying correct key is not always 1, however it has been proved for the proposed DLC structure. Hence correct key cannot be obtained through proposed DLCs in exhaustive trials except first and this is the strength of the proposed logic locking.
D. EXAMPLE AND DEMONSTRATION
Proposed logic locking approach has been demonstrated for a sample application-Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter design with resource configuration of 1(+), 1( * ). To employ logic locking in this application, proposed DLCs are inserted at the output bits of FUs based on µ. In order to make this logic-locked FIR filter, more robust and secured, custom-AES block is integrated to this locked design. Further, keys for the DLCs are obtained from encrypted output bits of AES, resulting into reconfigured DLC structure. This locked design integrated with custom-AES design has been implemented in QuartusII v13.0 and synthesized. Functionality of the design is verified using modelsim simulator for Cyclone-II: EP2C70F896C6 FPGA. Post-synthesis gate-level structure of locked design is shown in Fig. 5 For this sample application, in case of µ = 3, total # DLCs inserted in un-locked design using (1) are 8 (two FUs of size 4-bit) and total # of key bits are 16. Therefore 65536 (2 16 ) are the total possible exhaustive trials. Thus probability of obtaining correct key in first trial during exhaustive attempts using (4) is 0.000015 (1/2 16 ) which is much lesser than 1.
Reconfiguration of proposed DLCs: As discussed earlier, encrypted output of AES is leveraged to reconfigure DLC gate structure. For example, reconfiguration of a DLC according to a two-bit key (''10'') obtained from AES is shown in Fig. 6 . Similarly, other DLC structures can be reconfigured according to the key bits obtained from 128-bit AES output.
E. HANDLING DIFFERENT ATTACKS SCENARIO
This section discusses the different attack scenarios from an attacker's perspective and presents the proposed logic locking as a more secured countermeasure over prior works against those attacks. An attacker is assumed to have the following prerequisite to perform attacks: Availing the above prerequisite, an attacker can attempt to unlock the design by launching various attacks such as: key-sensitization based attacks [4] , SAT attack [14] , removal attack [15] . Further, as design becomes un-locked, it becomes vulnerable to IP piracy, overbuilding, Trojan insertion and RE attacks. Handling of various attacks using proposed logic locking is discussed as follows:
1. Handling key-sensitization based attacks: In this attack, a key-bit (embedded within functional IC) can be sensitized at primary output by applying a suitable input pattern to primary input. This suitable input pattern is required to be identified by the attacker from the locked netlist without controlling the key inputs. However, in the path of sensitization of a key, if another key bit interferes then key sensitization requires controlling of interfering key bit. In the proposed DLC, one key interferes in the path of sensitization of the other. Thus, this interfering key bit requires to be controlled by the attacker which is not possible because key bits are not accessible to the attacker. Hence key-bits are pair-wise secured. Further complex arrangement of key-gates and key-FFs in proposed DLCs renders the logic locking resilient against following other key-sensitization based attacks (discussed under the subsection 3.3.2) such as: (i) key-sensitization attack based on isolated key-bits (ii) key-sensitization attack based on run of key-gates (iii) key-sensitization attack based on mutable key-gates. Thus, attacker is forced to perform the bruteforce attack which is further highly complex in case of proposed DLCs because probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials is not 1 but 1/2 k t . 
Handling SAT attack:
The motive of the SAT attack is to find the correct key by eliminating wrong key combinations. To eliminate wrong key combinations, distinguishing input-output (DIO) pairs are exploited. Further, to obtain a DIO pair, SAT solver (attacker) first generates assignments to input variables by formulating SAT formula then these inputs are provided to an activated IC to observe correct output. Thus, a DIO pair is obtained by observing correct output for an input assignment. SAT attack algorithm iteratively finds out the DIO pairs until all the wrong keys are eliminated where each DIO pair eliminates a subset of wrong key combinations [14] . However, proposed logic locking has been employed for DSP IP cores for which SAT attack is not feasible. This is because SAT attack is not scalable for multipliers (resulting CNF is quite large even for small size multiplications) [17] , [18] and this paper targets DSP cores which comprises of several large size multiplication operations. Thus, SAT attack is not scalable even for small size DSP designs [8] . Nevertheless, assuming efficient SAT attack algorithms may be evolved for DSP cores in future, proposed logic locking can be considered as a proactive VOLUME 7, 2019 countermeasure against SAT attack also. This is because of the following reason:
(i) The keys for the proposed DLCs are obtained from the encrypted output of the custom-AES block (with fixed secret key) in which a one-way random function is performed. Therefore, AES inputs cannot be determined from its output by an attacker without the knowledge of secret key. (ii) Because of the security feature of proposed DLCs (discussed earlier), attacker can find correct output only if he/she applies correct keys at first trial. If attacker applies wrong key at first trial and correct key is applied afterwards then attacker becomes unable to find correct output at correct key. Thereby elimination of wrong key for each DIO pair fails and hence SAT attack algorithm becomes unsuccessful in case of proposed DLCs. 3. Handling removal attack:Assuming attacker is having templates of DLC structures and access to locked design netlist, he/she can attempt to perform removal attack on DLCs. However, removal attack on proposed DLCs from the locked design netlist fails because of the following reasons: (i) Since the encrypted output of AES block is connected to the DLC-keys in the locked DSP designs, therefore DLC gate/FF structure depends on the AES output. More explicitly, internal structure of DLCs are configured by reorganizing/choosing the different combinational logic gates and +ve/−ve edge triggered D-FFs based on the output of AES block. Further, the configured structure of DLCs is only known to the designer because he/she chooses the inputs and fixed secrect keys to AES. Thereby several DLC structures are possible (depending on AES output) which are all not known to the attacker. Thus, attacker becomes unable to detect DLCs fully in the locked design as he/she is unaware of the encrypted output of AES and its corresponding secret key. Hence the attacker cannot match the reconfigured DLC structures with the available templates and his attempts to remove DLCs become unsuccessful. (ii) After inserting DLCs in the RTL of a DSP design, resulting locked design is re-synthesized along with AES block to produce a gate level structure. Postsynthesis, number of gates and their types are changed in locked netlist because of technology specific mapping. Further, logic gates and D-FFs used in proposed DLCs are camouflaged with the similar resources of DSP designs and AES block (note: a DSP design and AES block require several D-FFs in the form of registers used for storage purpose). Thereby, indistinguishablility of the components (at gate-level) of individual designs hinders the attacker in identifying the components of proposed DLCs and thus, removal attack on them is impeded.
(iii) Location of DLCs insertion depends on designer selected variable (µ) and its encoding rule which is decided by the designer. Since the value of µ is not known to the attacker, therefore he/she cannot figureout the exact location and number of DLCs. Hence removal attack on DLCs is further impeded. Removal attack on AES:The AES block itself may also be subjected to removal attack. This is because, AES architecture is publicly available and attacker can avail it to match with the AES block integrated with locked design. Thus, removal attack can be performed on it. However, in case of proposed work, it is not feasible because of the following reasons:
• In proposed work, custom-designed AES architecture (which is not publicly available) is used to integrate with locked DSP design.
• After combined synthesis of locked design integrated with AES block, components of individual designs become indistinguishable post synthesis. This hinders the identification of AES block and thus, any attempt of removal attack on it is impeded. 4. Handling IP piracy, Overbuilding, Tojan insertion and RE attacks: In this paper, IP cores are secured against IP piracy, Trojan insertion, overbuilding and RE attacks by employing logic locking. However, security against aforesaid attacks cannot be achieved unless the logic locking is robust. This is because the logic locking may be vulnerable to some key based attacks, removal attack etc. However, resiliency of proposed logic locking against these attacks has been discussed earlier in this subsection which shows the robustness of proposed logic locking. Therefore IP piracy, Trojan insertion, overbuilding and RE attacks are highly challenging in case of proposed work and handling of these attacks is disucussed as follows: (a) Trojans are needed to be inserted at safe places in a design which requires the understanding of functionality of the design [19] . Since functionality of the design is locked through robust DLCs, hence Trojan insertion is not possible in proposed logic locking. (b) Without knowing the correct key of locked netlist, IP piracy and overbuilding of the IP core become useless. Since proposed approach renders the probability of finding correct key in exhaustive trials almost nominal, therefore logic locking becomes very robust and IP piracy and overbuilding becomes infeasible. (c) Even if the attacker may reverse engineer the design, nevertheless he/she cannot make the unauthorized use of it without knowing the correct key.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The proposed approach and similar prior arts [4] , [8] [4] , [8] in terms of the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials (Pck) using eq. (3) and (4).
locking and similar prior works were calculated using 15nm technology scale NanGate library [26] . Results of proposed work have been obtained for the following: (a) security analysis (b) encyption strength analysis (c) design area analysis. In these analyses, results of proposed work have been compared with similar prior arts [4] , [8] . These comparisons show that the proposed work is capable to achieve higher strength of logic locking with lower overhead. Following subsections discuss the aforementioned analysis in details.
A. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Security of the proposed logic locking is assessed in terms of the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials (P ck ). The P ck is evaluated using (2) which further converges into (3) for [4] , [8] and (4) for proposed work (as described in section 3.3.3). Therby, (3) determines the security of [4] , [8] and (4) determines the security of proposed work. Table 1 shows the comparison of P ck of proproposed approach and related works [4] , [8] . It is evident from the table that P ck is obtained to be very less in case of proposed approach than related works. Thus, despite of encoding lesser key bits than [4] , [8] , proposed approach achieves higher security in terms of P ck because of very low probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials. The minimum value of the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials using proposed work is obtained to be 2.9E-39 (refering Table 1 ; DWT benchmark) which is significantly lesser than 1. Since, lower is the value of P ck , higher is the security therefore proposed approach offers higher security than related works [4] , [8] . Further, in case of related works, it is possible to obtain correct key in exhaustive trials therefore estimated attack time to find the correct key is finite. Where as in case of proposed work, correct key cannot be obtained in exhaustive trials except first (which is trivial) therefore, attack time required to find the correct key is estimated to be infinite (i.e. the time consumed will be much higher than the time taken to obtain the correct key using brute-force attack). This is because if attacker missed the correct key in the first trial, he/she canneverobtain the same in exhaustive trials and the probability of applying correct key in the first trial is almost null. Table 2 reports the attack time comparison of proposed work and [4] , [8] based on the assumption that 1 billion (10^9) keys can be applied per second (adopted from [8] ).
B. ENCRYPTION STRENGTH ANALYSIS
Encryption strength of proposed logic locking is compared with related works [4] , [8] in terms of % of DLC keys encrypted using an AES. The encryption strength is evaluated as:
where Enc strength stands for the encryption strength which represents the % of key bits encrypted using one AES128, N out AES stands for the number of encypted output bits obtained from AES128 and N total keybits stands for the total number of key bits in a design. Table 3 presents the encryption strength of related works [4] , [8] and proposed approach. Results presented in the table shows that proposed approach is capable to encrypt more key-bits w.r.t. related works. This is because proposed work encodes lesser number of key bits for a design than related works while concurrently enhancing the security of proposed logic locking. Thus N total keybits becomes lesser for proposed approach and Enc strength increases significantly compared to related works.
C. DESIGN AREA ANALYSIS
Design area of proposed and related works [4] , [8] is anaysed in terms of resource count. The resource count of related works and proposed work is calculated in terms of NAND gates and D-FFs. Table 4 compares the resource count of locked DSP designs using proposed approach with that of related works [4] , [8] . As shown in Table 4 , the NAND gates count of proposed work is reduced whereas D-FFs count is increased w.r.t [4] , [8] . Increase in D-FFs count in case of proposed work is because of incorporation of D-FFs as logic locking cell in the proposed DLCs. Further, Table 5 shows the % reduction in NAND gates and % increase in D-FFs through proposed approach compared to related works. Furthermore, table 5 presents the overall % reduction in resource count achieved through proposed approach. As resource count consists of NAND gates count and D-FFs count, % reduction in resource count is calculated as an algebraic summation of '% reduction in NAND gate count' and '% increase in D-FF count'. It is evident from the Table 5 that proposed work achieves on average 25.8% reduction in resource count w.r.t. [4] and on average 1.9% reduction w.r.t. [8] . Theses results signify that proposed approach incurs lower resource count and hence lower area than related works [4] , [8] . The proposed approach achieves lower overhead than state-of-art [4] , [8] because the proposed approach uses particle swarm optimization based design space exploration (PSO-DSE) to generate the resource configuration required to build the DSP circuits. However, [4] does not use PSO-DSE in their approach. Further [8] uses 8-bit keys per output bit which makes the locking block complex in terms of gate count, while proposed DLC uses 2-bit keys per output bit. Thus [8] incurs higher overhead than proposed approach.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the novel structures of DLCs to employ logic locking for the security of DSP IP cores. Strength of both the proposed logic locking and the similar prior works is assessed in terms of the probability of obtaining correct key in exhaustive trials. Results and analysis show that proposed work achieved higher security at lower overhead w.r.t. similar prior works. 
